FISHING RULES
We want you to have a wonderful holiday and we also want to keep our lake
and surrounds in pristine condition for everybody’s enjoyment and to protect the
welfare and health of the fish, so we respectfully request that you follow these
rules:

Please:
 Do NOT swim in the lake.
 DO NOT light fires or BBQ’s anywhere around the lake.
 DO NOT leave any litter at all. Everything, including
bottles/tops, cigarette ends and fishing line in the designated bin
please – NOT in the lake or bushes!
 NO children under 16 around the lake perimeter unless
supervised by an adult.
 RESPECT and do not disturb other anglers or damage any of
the abundant natural wildlife and vegetation around the lake.
 Maximum of two rods per angler. Rods should NEVER be left
unattended, and alarms must be set LOW.
 Barbless hooks ONLY. No bent hooks of ANY kind.
 NO braid line or fixed leads or lead core of ANY sort.
 Semi-fixed leads ONLY - with lead release clips cut back to allow
lead to release free if snagged.
 NO death or fixed rigs and NO spinning. Rig tubing at least
700mm/28ins on all lines to prevent scale lesions and fin
damage.
 Minimum 10lb (4.5kg) breaking strain line for carp with size 4 –
14 hooks.
 NO keep nets at all and NO sacking of fish allowed.

 No dog/cat food supplements or nuts allowed and no particle
bait. Carp pellets, sweetcorn, spam and bread are permitted.
 Do NOT weigh carp in landing nets. Carp must be moved in
mats/slings only.
 No tackle or bait is provided; you will need to provide your own.
 Removal or introduction of fish strictly PROHIBITED.
 Suitably large and properly padded unhooking mats/slings to be
used at ALL times. If hot, dip mat to cool it and keep fish wet.
 A minimum size knotless landing net of 42 inches MUST be
used for carp.
 You are welcome to take photographs but please do NOT stand
up holding carp and return the fish to water ASAP.
The party leader is the person who made the holiday booking and is
fully responsible for their group. Breaking or bending of these
reasonable fishing rules may mean loss of the Security Deposit.
We reserve the right to amend or change these rules at any time.

